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MONASTIER of TREVISO:
THE VISIT WORTH IT !
A territory located in the hinterland of the Venetian Lagoon, developed in harmony with the
river Meolo from which it is crossed.
The main historical monuments of Monastier, including the Benedictine Abbey of Santa Maria
del Pero, are located right along the river. The “Monastier del Pero” (from Pilum, an important
river port on the Meolo in the context of trade in the Venetian hinterland) was founded in 958
thanks to a legacy of Otto I, Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire.
The abbey, originally dependent on the Patriarchate of Aquileia and dedicated to St. Peter (in
the 1200 changed the title in Santa Maria Assunta), controlled a large territory between the
rivers Piave and Vallio. Confirmed in privileges by Emperor Henry II in 1017, it was enriched in
legacies and donations, becoming a centre of great power.
However the Abbey is just one example; in fact the territory of Monastier has a historical
building heritage of considerable interest. It is mostly represented by villa settlements , now
privately owned: Villa Stefani, Villa Albrizzi, Villa Zevi, Villa Giustiniani-Recanati, Villa Serafini,
Villa Botter,Villa Ninni, Villa Levi, Villa Tramonti- Ninni.
The rivers represent real liquid fortresses, between whose basins the most bloody war
events of the Italian front of the Great War unfolded and where the Battle of the Solstice
was fought, the scene of the war stories of the writer Ernest Hemingway. Today these places
boast an undisputed credit for their naturalistic and landscape beauty, offering breath taking
cycle and walking paths.
Monastier is also the “European Community of Sport” which in 2016 gave impetus to the town
with many opportunities for sports, tourism and culture, creating occasions for integration
and economic development for our excellence at European level.
A highlight for this small town are the many events and festivals: the International Music
Festival held in the spring at the ancient Abbey, the Motoraduno in July, the Vegetarian
Festival in August, and last, but not for this less important, the Tucogiò. In September each
year Monastier becomes the capital of the games .Tucogiò counts on a network of about
300 volunteers and involves all the town inhabitants. In the days of the event, community
participation is global.
To delight the palates and taste excellent wines, Monastier boasts the presence of numerous
restaurants offering a wide range of typical local products; there are also large cellars that
can also be reached on foot or by bike along characteristic paths immersed in the vineyards
and nature.
Moreover, if the time to live and enjoy this small town is not enough, excellent accommodation
facilities, from a 4-star hotel to the delicious B & B, are ready to welcome you!

MONASTIER BETWEEN HISTORY AND CULTURE
Historically the first colonies involving the municipality are two: the first one is the port of
Piro and the second one is the Abbey, originally devoted to Saint Peter and only later to Saint
Mary of Pero. This Abbey was built -beside the Port- around the site assigned by the German
Emperor Ottone I in 958 A.D.
During WWI Monastier di Treviso lived dramatically the armed conflict particularly in the
June’s Solstice battle in 1918.
Monastier di Treviso was involved in the partisan’s resistance against both Nazi and Fascist:
it should be recalled the fire of the City Hall put in place to destroy the registries and obstruct
every repression action towards the draft dodger or towards who the 8th September 1943
put their weapons and uniforms down hiding in the countries.
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BETWEEN HISTORY AND CULTURE

ITINERARY A
“The great war and the places of Hemingway”
The Itinerary is a literary journey in the area of the Basso Piave, which intends to enhance the
sites of the First World War through the steps of the American writer.
The Great War has deeply affected the territory of Monastier di Treviso leaving innumerable
remains, monuments, places consecrated to memory, conspicuous traces in place names
and popular traditions.
It represents the real core of Hemingway’s experience in the Basso Piave as a soldier enlisted
in the American Red Cross (ARC). The localities of Fornaci, Chiesa Vecchia and Pralongo then
became the theater of the daily movements of the young officer who moved between the
sanitary and military structures of the area, including the Abbey of Pero, Villa Albrizzi and
the same House Botter, using the road system country like the “low road” of his writings,
identifiable with Via Pavani.
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1 ABBEY OF SANTA MARIA DEL PERO

4 VIA PAVANI

The Abbey housed a health unit of the ARC (American Red Cross)
and at the same time could accommodate several military
departments thus representing a place of absolute importance in
the operations of rescue to the wounded and in the organization of
the troops. The bell tower was also a privileged observation point,
so much so that it was often targeted by the Austrians who tried to
shoot it down with bombs.

The winding road stretch that extends into the countryside has a
cultural historical value of great importance as it goes through the
war theatre of the “Battle of the Solstice” and can be identified in
the “low road” that Hemingway travelled by bicycle to move from
Fornaci up to Fossalta di Piave. The historic route of communication
is located a short distance from the Royal Union, which was the
first Italian line, and touches Case Levi, site mentioned by the
writer in the story The disappearance of Pickles McCarty.

Via Monastero 5

Via Pavani

5 BOTTER HOUSE

2 ”HEMINGWAY + PIAVE”
Permanent exhibition. There are singular coincidences between what
is told in the exhibition and the current reality of the territory. A young
American, destined to become a very famous writer, crosses the ocean
to look for life: he finds it and experiences it in his inebriating fullness
through the dramatic experiences of suffering, death, overwhelming
and denied love. But he also discovers a welcoming world, made up
of ancient residences and of happy hospitality, so much so that he
imposes repeated returns to these places in order to rediscover their
spiritual origins.
At Park Hotel c/o Villa Fiorita, Via Giovanni XXIII, 1
Free entry (prior booking), 10.00-19.00, evening only until 22.00.
Exhibition Bookshop, guided tours available
+39.0422.898008 - e-mail:info@villafiorita.it

3 VILLA ALBRIZZI HOME OF THE SOLDIER

The fifteenth-century villa located in Castelletto consists of a main
body that is spread over three floors and a barchessa distinguished
by a valuable porch. The presence of Ernest Hemingway in this
place is related to the strategic function of the site during the
Great War. In fact, at Casa Botter, the 14th American Red Cross
Restroom was set up, which played a decisive role in military
assistance operations.

Via Castelletto 16

6 SANCTUARY OF THE BLACK MADONNA

The complex is one of the key sites in the area of the Basso Piave
during the war events of the Great War and specifically during 1918
when the Battle of the Solstice took place.
In this historical period, in fact, a portion of the villa was used
as “Casa del Soldato”, a place where the soldiers involved in
the conflict could rest. Hemingway in June 1918 lodged in this
structure that is mentioned in his writings and is identified by
historians as “the house of silkworms”.

The Sanctuary of the Black Madonna dates back to 1523 and was
originally named after the birth of Mary. During the First World War,
the church was used as a military hospital to provide first aid to
the wounded from the near front. The writer was baptized with
a Catholic rite by the military chaplain and friend Don Giuseppe
Bianchi, known in Pralongo near Scrinzi, home of the 70th Infantry.

Via Barbarana 27

Via Pralongo 113 Località Pralongo
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ITINERARY B
The way of the religious path
Spread throughout the territory of Monastier, the religious heritage is easily accessible and
allows you to immerse yourself in a path, first of all spiritual that leads one to discover the
territory that surrounds us through nature and the feeling of devotion of our country.
Starting from the Abbey of Santa Maria del Pero, one uses the cycle path that connects from
the Abbey itself to the Sanctuary of the Black Madonna with a stop at the Abbazia di Santa
Maria Assunta Church.
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1 ABBEY OF SANTA MARIA DEL PERO
The Abbey of Santa Maria del Pero is an abbey of the 10th century
Benedictine monks. Dependent on the Patriarchate of Aquileia, the
abbey controlled all the territories between the Piave and Vallio
rivers, as far as the Venetian Lagoon. In 1493, the Abbot of San
Giorgio Maggiore of Venice assumes the double title, enlarges the
Church and elevates the cloister by inserting the first floor with
mullioned windows. Subsequently, various events saw it grow until
the early 1700s. Nowadays only a part of the façade and the left
side wall remain.

Via Monastero, 5 Località Chiesa Vecchia

2 ABBEY CHURCH SANTA MARIA ASSUNTA
The first stone of the Church was placed with solemn ceremony
on August 15, 1923, the Feast of the Assumption, titular of the
Church. Its proportions declare the grandeur of the building, third
in size in the diocese after San Nicolò di Treviso and the dome of
Montebelluna (TV). The plan of the building is a Latin cross and is
spread over three naves, of which the highest central; inside the
division of the naves is made of ten columns of red limestone
ending with capitals carved with liturgical symbols.

Piazza Vittoria, 3

3 SANCTUARY OF THE BLACK MADONNA
The Sanctuary was erected in 1523 as an oratory in the middle of a
forest (Pralongo means large lawn), dedicated to the birth of Mary.
During a fire, the image of the Madonna with the Child became black
without burning, hence the name of “Black Madonna” with which
the Sanctuary was named.
During the two world wars, it was inexplicably spared from
destruction while all the other churches were razed to the ground.
It was then renovated in 1982.

Via Pralongo, 113 Località Pralongo
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FOCUS MISTERY AND LEGENDS
Mysterious Marca between myths and legends
There is a Treviso hidden among the shadows of its palaces and castles, in the corners of
the historic villages, immersed in the legendary waters that lap the territory. A province of
mysteries and legends. Our ancestors knew it well and they passed its memory through
songs, tales of myths, dances, and anecdotes. Today we remember it thanks to the historical
re-enactments. The Province collects this intangible heritage in a tourist project for fans of
the genre, “Marca Misteriosa - between myths and legends with Fosco da Treviso”.
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1 MONASTERY CHIESA VECCHIA
The Abbey Santa Maria del Pero, located in Monastier is one of the
most mysterious sites of the Marca Trevigiana. It is said in fact
that there is presence of ghosts and someone, passing through
the twilight, still has the impression of hearing a rustle, a liturgical
whisper. An impression that gradually becomes real. Then the nonexistent bells that chime, the windows of the cloister begin to
slam, from the door of the church a lamp precedes a procession of
monks. Then everything fades as if it had never happened, swept by
the wind, swallowed by the night ...

Via Monastero, 5 - Località Chiesa Vecchia
web: www.venetoworld.com
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FOCUS VENETIAN VILLAS

The territory of Monastier, although not very built up, has a historical building heritage of
considerable interest. It is mostly represented by settlements in villas. Below is a list of
Venetian villas, found in the town of Monastier di Treviso.
For more information, refer to the institutional website of the Veneto Veneto Regional
Institute where it will be possible to consult the detailed technical data sheets, or to
connect to the Monastier Municipality website.
www.comune.monastierditreviso.tv.it/home/Aree-tematiche/Promozione-Territorio/Turismo

Villa Stefani, Albrizzi, in via Barbarana in località S. Pietro Novello
Villa Pia, Zevi, in via S. Pietro Novello in località S. Pietro Novello
Villa Giustiniani, Recanati, in via Pralongo in località Fornaci
Villa Serafini, in via Serafini in località Chiesa Vecchia
Villa Botter, in via Castelletto in località Monastier
Villa Ninni, in via Monastero, in località Chiesa Vecchia
Villa Levi, in via Brusoni in località Fornaci
Villa Tramonti, Ninni, in via Giovanni XXIII in località Fornaci

MONASTIER BETWEEN SPORT AND NATURE
The territory of Monastier di Treviso develops strategically in the middle of an area of great
historical interest and of architectural and landscape relevance. Along the geography of the
rivers Vallio and Meolo, between the waterways that unite Veneto from the mountains to the
sea, from the Dolomites to Venice, citizens and institutions preserve the environment and
develop sustainable activities according to a real “river contract” .
Walking, running and cycling are activities that can be carried out all year long, developed
along the waterways through connected bicycle lanes, starting from Monaco-Venice to the
ancient route of the Via Claudia Augusta, the routes “ “Girasile” and “from Sile to Livenza”
and “Greenway”, the Great War itinerary on the places of Hemingway, the Wine Route of
Piave. An interweaving of places and monuments that is offered, especially for runners, on
the occasion of Tucorun, the non-competitive event on the lands of the ancient Abbey “Santa
Maria del Pero”.
The marked cultural and tourist vocation is joined by a wide range of physical and sporting
activities, practicable both outdoors in the numerous equipped green areas and at the
dedicated public facilities and a vast swimming complex with indoor and outdoor pools.
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BIKE ITINERARIES
1 MONACO VENICE CYCLE ROUTE
2 VIA CLAUDIA AUGUSTA
3 GIRASILE - GREENWAY
4 WINE ROAD OF THE PIAVE
5 FROM SILE TO LIVENZA
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1 MONACO VENICE CYCLE ROUTE

4 WINE ROAD OF THE PIAVE

The territory of the Municipality of Monastier di Treviso is crossed
by the “Ciclovia dell’Amicizia” - from Munich to Venice. It is a 560 km
long cycle path and with 3,000 meters of altitude to be overcome.
Cycling enthusiasts will have the opportunity to enjoy this route
from the Swabian-Bavarian plateau, passing through the Dolomites,
finally arriving in Venice, the city that rises on the lagoon. Along the
way, lovers of two wheels have the opportunity to learn more about
the different regions that they cross.

The Vigne dei Dogi itinerary sees the vineyards that belonged to the
Serenissima Republic of Venice as protagonists: it winds both left
and right of the Piave in a route that starts from the elegant Oderzo
and leads to Roncade through a series of quiet towns and ancient
villages, among vineyards that are always an integral part of the
landscape, alternating with woods and other crops.
To the great landscape interest of these areas are added centres of
particular historical and architectural interest.

web: www.muenchen-venezia.info
web: www.veneto.eu

web: www.stradavinidelpiave.com

2 VIA CLAUDIA AUGUSTA

5 FROM SILE TO LIVENZA
A few kilometers from Monastier, towards Roncade, it is possible to
connect to the “Via Claudia Augusta” route.
Along the cycling route the ancient cultural and commercial route
of the Roman Empire comes back to life. It awaits cyclists for
an unforgettable combination of landscapes, lively towns, idyllic
villages, hundreds of testimonies of an eventful history and of the
cultures influenced by it. Enjoy the easiest Alpine pass by bike!

The route is characterized by two starting points both located along
the GiraSile, the greenway that crosses the Sile River Regional Park,
the main itinerary included in the R.E.V. (Veneto excursion network).
The route then continues through the municipal territories of Monastier
and Zenson di Piave, along the routes of important provincial routes,
such as Bicinvacanza, the Strada dei Vini del Piave and the routes of
the Great War, extending into a fine agricultural area crossed by rivers
of resurgence as the Vallio and the Meolo.
The itinerary joins the Strada dei Vini del Piave, which will coincide for
a long stretch along the route.

web: www.veneto.eu

web: www.veneto.eu

3 GIRASILE - GREENWAY OF THE SILE PARK
The green road of the Regional Natural Park of the River Sile is
an ecological corridor that runs through the entire Park from
the springs to Portegrandi, intended for slow mobility (cycling,
pedestrian and boat). The green road is the backbone of a network
system, which connects all the main sites of interest for the visitor
who wants to know the territory of the Park, gradually discovering
its peculiarities.
This is 125 km of tracks of sustainable mobility, both inside and
outside the Park territory.

web: www.veneto.eu
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A ALONG THE MEOLO RIVER

DTHE TUNNEL OF LOVE

The Meolo, authentic road of wheat and wine, is the real protagonist
of the history of Monastier. In fact, along the river the main historical
monuments can be found, including the Benedictine Abbey of Santa
Maria del Pero. it is a river of resurgence that flows for about twenty
kilometres in the provinces of Treviso and Venice. In addition, right
in the stretch between the Vallio river and the Benedictine abbey
you will discover the “tunnel of love”, a romantic journey between
nature and history. The route, to be done on foot or by bike along its
banks, crosses the town and continues towards the municipality
of Roncade. Unique glimpses of breath taking beauty to immerse
yourself in nature that will never cease to amaze us.

For some, going through this natural tunnel promotes a love union,
for others it simply promotes good humour ... The “tunnel of love” is
located on the walk between the Ancient Abbey and the river Meolo.
In fact, it is said that when one passes through this tunnel ... “one
enters a friend and goes out in love”. We like this country legend
and the romantic beauty of the landscape and the aromas of the
lush nature will certainly be a part of it.

Via Giuseppe Albertini già Via Cimitero
free access

BALONG THE VALLIO RIVER

1 SPORTING CLUB
The river Vallio was born near Pero, a small town in the province of
Treviso and merges with the river Meolo to Ca ‘Tron, where it marks
the border between the province of Venice and that of Treviso.
The river Vallio, also in correspondence with the municipality of
Monastier, is affected by a site of Community interest (SCI) for the
conservation of the natural habitat of the “Lampreda Padana”, a
fish that still lives in this place.
Many of our most beautiful landscapes are also the result of the
care of those who live there and work there and the best way to
get in tune with the territory of protected areas and those who live
there is respect and enjoy the silence and peace that it can offer.

Immersed in the uncontested nature, not far from the town centre
and connected to the cycle paths, the ROSA BLU VILLAGE sports
centre develops its main activities in 2 pools of 50 meters, 1
indoor and 1 outdoor with sunbathing park; the structure, thanks
to the presence of 2 educational pools for children is also ideal for
families. Every year many sports events, in particular swimming
competitions and synchronized swimming.

Via Pisani, 12
web: www.rosabluvillage.it

C PUBLIC PARK

2PUBLIC SPORT FACILITIES
Along the Meolo river, between water and nature, stands the
Municipal Park of Monastier. Approximately 54,000 square meters
of lawn for leisure, to spend with family or friends, for fun or
practice sports.
The Municipal Park has numerous fitness facilities and is the base
camp for rowing activities along the Meolo river.
It has games for children in complete safety, tables for picnics and
a small open Pagoda-shaped structure to host parties and cultural
events.

The wide range of sports facilities in the municipality of Monastier
contributes to improving the general level of our health. Let’s start
from the GYM, equipped for psycho-motor skills, sports starter,
gymnastics for the elderly, aerobics, basketball, volleyball, judo,
zumba, joga, and more and in continuous growth; the internal forum
has a capacity for 250 people.
THE FOOTBALL FIELD, ATLETIC TRACK 3 TENNIS FIELDS,
3 BASKET FIELDS, EXTERNAL FITNESS AREA, SKATING TRACK
CANOE STATION

Via Luigi Einaudi
free access.

Comune di Monastier di Treviso:
e-mail: segreteria@comune.monastier.tv.it
web: www.comune.monastierditreviso.tv.it
tel +39 0422 798525

A TRADITION OF HOSPITALITY
In recent years, the territory has recorded a steady increase in tourist presences, through an
offer able to combine the discovery of nature with the knowledge of cultural traditions and
artistic heritage and, last but not least, with itinerant food and wine experiences. In addition
to the renowned restaurants, in fact, many local producers host moments of tasting and
tasting.
The patronal feasts of ancient religious tradition of the Benedictine monks, founders of
the town, are located in a calendar full of events and cultural events, from the Vegetarian
Festival to the Tucogiò, from the Motoraduno to the International Music Festival.
Thanks to its proximity to the main urban centers such as Treviso and Venice, Monastier di
Treviso enjoys a privileged position with respect to the major connecting road arteries, and
local public transport guarantees a certain ease of movement.

HOSPITALITY
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PARK HOTEL VILLA FIORITA ****

AGRITURISMO CA’ ANGELICA

It is a Bike-hotel to meet the needs of every cyclist. There are many
related services included, for example washing facilities, guarded
storage, a maintenance desk and kit for small repairs, partnership
with Pinarello® for hire and Pro Bike assistance, laundry, library
provided.
For relaxation after a good ride (during the summer season)
two swimming pools and a hot tub are available in the outdoor
areas

The Ca ‘Angelica farmhouse offers charming rooms with wooden
floors and free Wi-Fi. They are equipped with air conditioning and
heating, a flat-screen TV and a private bathroom with towels and
a hairdryer.
In the large common living room, there is a large collection of books
available to customers. The structure has a large private car park
and is surrounded by a beautiful garden with orchards and delimited
by a pleasant walk.

Via Giovanni XXIII 1
Tel +39 0422898008
e-mail: info@villafiorita.it
web: www.villafiorita.it

Via Roma 86
Tel +39 3392800178
e-mail: caangelica86@gmail.com
web: www.caangelica.it

ABBAZIA DI SANTA MARIA DI PERO
The Abbey of Santa Maria di Pero - Ninni Riva - is an oasis of
harmony and well-being: it is a “slow life” place for recovery and
regeneration. A place to indulge yourself and recharge yourself
immersed in the beauty of the historical complex, its romantic
garden and the naturalistic and historical riches that surrounds the
area. The Abbey, thanks to the guesthouse service, is suitable to
accommodate guests who wish to stay and learn about the riches
of the territory.

Via Monastero 3
tel +39 3317227464
e-mail: ninniriva@abbaziadipero.it
web: www.abbaziadipero.it

BOTANICAL B&B
The “Botanical” is a bed and breakfast located in a spacious private
house. Ideal for cyclists’ travellers, it is located right in front of a
bike path. It has parking and storage for bicycles. Guests can enjoy
the beauty of an Italian villa full of art and history while sipping a
glass of wine on our delightful patio. Hospitality is our mission and
the comfort of our large house will make your stay unforgettable.

Via Pralongo 190
Tel +39 3939349331
e-mail: mail@botanicalbb.it
web: www.botanicalbb.it

AGRITURISMO SAN VALENTINO
Agriturismo San Valentino B & B is immersed in the tranquillity of
the Venetian countryside and has all the necessary amenities for
a pleasant and relaxing stay. The structure is an old farmhouse
renovated in respect of originality but with great attention to the
comfort of its guests. It has spacious rooms with bathroom, airconditioned and tastefully furnished and free wi-fi.

Via Pozzetto 5
Tel +39 0422798942
Cell. +39 348 9139112
e-mail: info.sanvalentino@libero.it
web: www.agriturismosanvalentino-treviso.it

FOOD
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RESTAURANT VILLA FIORITA

RESTAURANT MENEGALDO
Menegaldo Restaurant it is in the middle of the Basso Piave
countryside. The Menegaldo family has continued its ancient Veneto
and Venetian traditions for 70 years. The menu’ offers fresh fish,
both cooked and raw, and the cuisine varies with the seasons. The
fish dishes are accompanied by top choice and carefully selected
season vegetables.

The Villa Fiorita restaurant is immersed in the beautiful Treviso
countryside, in an area rich in history, art and high quality products.
The restaurant is the expression of this territory in modern and
current form with great care in the choice of raw materials.

Via Pralongo 216 -Località Pralongo
Tel. +39 0422798025 - +39 0422898802
e-mail: info@trattoriamenegaldo.it
web: www.trattoriamenegaldo.it

Via Giovanni XXIII 1
Tel +39 0422898008
e-mail: info@villafiorita.it
web: www.villafiorita.it

RESTAURANT AROMA 19

RESTAURANT RIZZETTO
Aroma 19 restaurant is located in the main street of the village, in
a modern and refined recently refurbished structure.
The food and wine proposal is
of excellent quality with prevalence of meat dishes but with the
constant presence of some fish dishes (among which there is
always the cod - skilfully cooked in compliance with the Venetian
tradition).
Special care and attention is also given to vegan cuisine.

The Rizzetto Restaurant is located adjacent to the Sanctuary of the
Black Madonna, along Via Pralongo. It welcomes you with grace and
professionalism in the spacious equipped rooms, or under a cool
porch on summer evenings.
Always ready to offer its guests the typical Treviso cuisine has
become known and appreciated for the vast fresh fish specialties,
ably accompanied by excellent selection of wines also local.

Via Roma 19
Tel: +39 0422791155

Via Pralongo 115
Tel. +39 0422898807

OSTERIA BARBIERI

TRATTORIA DA BOSA
The Trattoria Da Bosa is a typical Veneto restaurant, simple and
welcoming, which offers home cooking with meat specialties. The
Trattoria Da Bosa also offers traditional dishes such as pasta and
beans, bigoli in sauce, risotto alla sbirraglia, homemade gnocchi,
the flagship that is grilled meat and homemade desserts. You will
also find a wide selection of wines. For children’s entertainment,
the restaurant has a fully equipped playground.

The Osteria Barbieri comes from the dream of having a place where
to welcome guests to taste local dishes made with the best
ingredients that it produces, and the idea of wanting to convey the
“feeling part of the family”. The dishes reflect our ideal of typical
and local cuisine and the environment wants to be as welcoming as
possible to make the guests feel at home. Because when you feel
at home, you are all a little happier.

Via Roma 102
Tel +39 0422 798039

Via Pralongo 50
Tel. +39 0422798362
e-mail: info@osteriabarbieri.it
web: www.osteriabarbieri.it

FOOD

RESTAURANT VILLA DEI CONTORNI
The Restaurant and Villa Dei Contorni offers spacious and elegant
rooms with different layouts, equipped with air conditioning and
high comfort. The renowned cuisine of fish and meat, sees at the
base the maximum freshness, quality and richness of the product.
Outside, an enchanting 20,000 m² park, with a pond and water
games, allow pleasant walks and moments of relaxation.

Via San Pietro Novello 20
Tel. +39.0422.798052 - Fax +39.0422.791070
Cell. +39.348.8004230
e-mail: info@ristorantedeicontorni.com
web: www.ristorantedeicontorni.com

PIZZERIA ARTE BIANCA
Arte Bianca is born from the passion of the ancient Neapolitan
tradition, the smell of pizza cooked in a wooden oven, the soft
consistency of the dough and the choice of high quality products.
Arte Bianca offers a large room upstairs and a large summer terrace.
We offer gluten-free pizza for celiacs upon reservation.

Piazza Lancieri di Milano, 11
Tel: +39 0422898092

CHIC RISTORANTE PIZZERIA DA ROBERTO
Chic Ristorante Pizzeria da Roberto is located in the centre of
the village, it offers a convenient parking and a summer terrace.
The environment is modern and the staff will welcome you with
courtesy and kindness.
The variety of pizzas is wide, with seasonal vegetables and national
specialties, pizza a la pala and focaccia.
The restaurant also offers a set lunch menu.

Via Antonio Calvani 3
Tel. +39 0422 89834
e-mail: ristorantepizzeriadaroberto@gmail.com

WINERY

WINERY

AZIENDA AGRICOLA COLLALTO GIUSTINIANI

AZIENDA VITIVINICOLA IL CASTELLETTO

The Collalto Giustiniani Farm covers an area of about 140 hectares,
of which about 35 are specialized vineyards.
D.O.C. wines are born from these lands. Prestigious, red and white,
known nationally and internationally such as Cabernet, Merlot,
Pinot Grigio, Prosecco, just to name a few,it is also a generous land
of autochthonous vines, such as Raboso.

Surrounded by beautiful vineyards, the Castelletto winery for some
years now is very sensitive to environmental problems and for this
reason, it has been equipped with technologies that have less
impact on the environment.
The main grape varieties currently present in the company are:
Prosecco, Chardonnay, Pinot Grigio, Manzoni Bianco, Cabernet
Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Merlot, Raboso and Verduzzo. Inside the
structure, you will find the tasting room, the panoramic hall and a
museum hall, evidence of a journey through our history.

Via Pralongo, 2
Tel: +39 0422798017
e-mail: amministrazione@giustiniani-cecilia.com
web: www.giustiniani-cecilia.com

Via Castelletto 15
Tel./Fax +39 0422798193
Marco +39 393351721
web: www.vinicastelletto.it

CANTINA LA CICOGNA

AZIENDA AGRICOLA LE MESTEGHE
Founded in 1979, the Antichi Poderi della Cicogna Company is
located in the ancient lands of the Abbey of Santa Maria del Pero.
We produce typical wines of the area, such as for example the red
wines of Cabernet Franc and Sauvignon, Merlot, Raboso, Pinot Nero
and Moto; while for white wines Prosecco, Manzoni, Pinot Grigio,
Verduzzo, Spumanti and more. For our guests we have a large and
welcoming space for tasting.

via Pozzetto 4
Tel/fax: +39 0422798484
e-mail: antichipoderi@gmail.com
web: www.cantinacicogna.com

Antichi Poderi della Cicogna
San Pietro Novello

www.cantinacicogna.com
antichipoderi@gmail.com

Le Mesteghe is a young reality located in Monastier di Treviso.
Quality grapes cultivated with passion to obtain a genuine and
quality wine.
Typical wines such as Cabernet and Raboso, but also Prosecco and
Rosato, awarded at the international wine competition.
Come and visit us in the cellar. We are present every day to make
you spend a moment of joy at home.

Via Mesteghe 2
Tel: +39 0422798714
Cell: +39 3394874577
Fax +39 0422898688
email: lemesteghe@gmail.com
web: ww.lemesteghe.it

AZIENDA AGRICOLA STRADA BASSA

AZIENDA AGRICOLA FLORIAN
The Florian Giorgio farm is a family business where the ancient
traditions of the grandfather are passed over from generation to
generation.
Particular environmental sensitivity and modern technologies
allow an excellent production of wines such as Prosecco, Pinot
Grigio, Chardonnay, Verduzzo; for red wines, Carmenere (cabernet),
Raboso and Merlot.

The Azienda Agricola Strada Bassa, in full harmony with nature,
has adopted direct control over the entire “vito-wine” supply chain,
guaranteeing a product of excellent quality, in full control and
respect for the environment and its resources.
With authenticity and passion, the company produces Cabernet
Franc, Raboso “Piave”, Raboso “Otelo”, Verduzzo, Pinot grigio,
Prosecco and Spumanti.

viaPreda, 8
Cell: +39 3496815036 Luca
Tel: + 39 0422798364
e-mail: giorgioflorian@libero.it

Via Pavani, 15
Tel. +39 0422798753
e-mail: stradabassa.tv@gmail.com

WINERY

AZIENDA AGRICOLA PIEROBON
For more than 50 years the company has been producing its own
wines starting from the vine in the field up to obtaining the
final product in bulk and bottled.
Our selection of wines ranges from young and aged reds, to rosés,
to whites including the prestigious
Prosecco DOC.

Via Pozzetto 9/A
Tel: +39 0422798300
e-mail: info@pierobonvini.it
web: www.pierobonvini.it

TRADITION

TRADITION

CONCERTS IN ABBEY

TUCOGIO’
In the splendid setting of the Ancient Abbey, concerts of excellent
quality take place every year, attracting public from all over the
province and beyond.
3 events that every year, in the evenings from the end of June to
mid-July, transform the Abbey of Santa Maria del Pero into a theatre
of musical and artistic culture.
In 2018 the first concert at dawn was inaugurated: at 6.00 am, the
ancient cloister was the setting for the evocative musical show.

Tucogiò, the festival of invented games, reworked and rediscovered,
transforms Monastier into the “game village”. Every year, in fact, in the
second weekend of September, the village hosts this beautiful event
that relies on the creativity and imagination of the 300 volunteers.
Those who choose not to participate in the games can still enjoy a walk
of more than 3 km, where - in addition to the game stations - there will
be about 80 stalls with creative crafts and non-profit associations, but
also corners of animation, music, entertainment, refreshment points.
For the very young, there will be Ludogiò, in via Barbarana, with games
suitable for them.
info: associazione Un Giro in Piazza
e-mail: info@tuttocolgioco.it
e-mail: piergiorgiodalben@gmail.com
web: www.tuttocolgioco.it

info: Comune di Monastier

MOTORADUNO

SANTA MARIA ASSUNTA FESTIVAL
“On the road of the Piave wines”, this is the title of the annual
national motorcycle rally organized by the “Motoclub Monastier”
association on the weekend of the last week of June or the first
week of July. This is a meeting of excellence, in which the most
diverse types of two-wheeled vehicles take part and where, not
infrequently, it is possible to notice interesting historic motor
vehicles.
For a whole weekend, the village becomes a colourful setting with
motorcycles music and festivities. At the end of the event, the
traditional parade of motor-racists in the streets of the town.

Every year, during the week of August, the traditional Assunta
Festival takes place.
A rich gastronomic stand with specialties of meat, fish, sweets and
local wines, music and funfair for children cheer the warm evenings
of these days of August.
The event sees the participation of a large part of the local
population, attracted not only by the “good food”, but also by the
traditional “challenge” to win the best prize for charity fishing and
the purchase of the best crafts market.

info : Associazione Moto Club di Monastier
e-mail: segreteria.motoclubmonastier@gmail.com
Web Site www.motoclubmonastier.it

info: Comune di Monastier

TUCORUN

BIKE DAYS
Bike Days Monastier is an event for cyclists of all ages, curated and
organized by the Bike Team Monastier.
It generally takes place during the second weekend of May and
includes three cycling events on Saturday and Sunday.
The first: “Pinocchio in bicicletta” promotional cycling race open to
all children between 5 and 12 years.
The second: “Pedalata Ecologica” suitable for all ages, open to all,
runs between the towns of Monastier and Roncade.
The third: “Criterium Veneto” is a medium-sized road of about 120
km and a 70 km bike meeting, reserved only for members.

Tucorun is an organized non-competitive running race by the
Associazione Culturale Sportiva Terre dell’Abbazia, which takes
place in the third week of September in Monastier.
The Tucorun offers routes of various lengths to accommodate fans
of all ages.
The route is very suggestive, and winds through the beautiful
lands of the eighteenth-century Abbey, along the river Meolo, the
municipal park and is almost entirely dirt.

info: Team Bike Monastier
e-mail: info@teambikemonastier.it
web: teambikemonastier.it

info: associazione Terre dell’Abbazia
e-mail: terredellabbazia@gmail.com
info: Comune di Monastier

INFO

INFO
CITY HALL

PHARMACY

POST OFFICE

NURSING HOME

VETERINARY

CHURCH

BANK

Via Pralongo 3
Tel +39 0422798525
e-mail: segreteria@comune.monastier.tv.it

Dr Poletti
Via Giovanni XXIII, 20
Tel +39 0422798055

Ufficio Postale di Monastier
Piazza Lancieri di Milano 5
Tel +39 0422898064

AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY
WASHOUSE
DRY CLEANING
DI FRASSON DANIELA

Dry cleaning di Frasson Daniela
Via Roma 60
opening time: mon.-fri. 08.30 - 12.30 15.30 - 19.30
sat. 08.30 - 12.30 sun. closed

MOTO MOSE’

Assistance and repair of bicycles, including
electric. Immediate bike repair service and possible
replacement bike.
Repair of motorcycles and scooters.
Spare parts for bikes and motorcycles.
MOTO MOSE’ di Mosè Vanzetto
Via Enrico Fermi, 2
Tel: +39 0422798351

L’OFFICINA

Assistance and repair of bicycles, including
electric. Immediate bike repair service and possible
replacement bike.
Repair of motorcycles and scooters.
Spare parts for bikes and motorcycles.
L’OFFICINA di Carlo Rizzo
Via Lombardia 5/A
Tel: +39 0422798085
Cel: +39 3482401468

Via Giovanni XXIII 7
Tel +39 04228961
e-mail: casadicura@giovanni23.it

Ambulatorio Veterinario dott. Alberto Perin
Via Pralongo 5
Tel +39 3488738375

Chiesa Santa Maria Assunta
Piazza Vittoria 3
Tel: +39 0422798019
e-mail: monastier@diocesitv.it
Banca di Credito Cooperativo di Monastier e del Sile
Via Roma 21/a 3
Tel: +39 04227991
Fax +39 0422798955
e-mail: info@bccmonsile.it
web: www.bccmonsile.it

CANOVA SERVICE

ALTERNATIVA AL TAXI
PUBLIC WATER

ELECTRIC CAR CHARGING

Automatic public water dispenser
open 24h
Piazza Europa

Electric car charging
Piazza Pertini e Via Roma 21
(parcheggio Banca BCC)

Via Roma 13
opening time: 07.00 - 22.00 every day

MORO MICHELE N.C.C.

Private driver
Via Enrico Fermi 8/1
Servizio 24h: +39 393 9003676
Cell: +39 347 4920024
Tel: +39 0422 798018
Fax: +39 0422 798018
e-mail: info@canovaservices.com
web: www.canovaservices.com

Private driver
Via Roma 55
Servizio 24h: cell: +39 327 7510905
e-mail: marco@nccmarcoepaolo.it

Private driver
MORO MICHELE
Via Pralongo 162
Servizio 24h: +39 0422 79102

BUS PUBLIC SERVICE

Bus public service
from Piazza Europa ATVO
LINEA 11 S.Donà-Treviso A/R
LINEA 27A S.Donà-Treviso A/R
from Casa di Cura ATVO
LINEA 27D Meolo-Treviso A/R
info: www.atvo.it

TRAINS CONNECTIONS

Nearest train stration:
Quarto d’Altino (VE) 13 km
Meolo (VE) 6,1 Km
S.Biagio (TV) 6,8 Km
Treviso (TV) 20 Km
info: www.trenitalia.com
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